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Abstract
This note addresses the sensitivity of singular subspaces of a matrix under relative per-
turbations. It employs a new technique of separating a multiplicative perturbation D into two
components: one is the distance of a scalar multiple of D to the nearest unitary matrix Q and
the other is the distance of Q to the identity. Consequently, the new bounds reflect the intrinsic
differences in how left and right multiplicative perturbations affect left and right singular
subspaces. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this note is to extend a result on the sensitivity of singular sub-
spaces of a matrix to relative perturbations in the matrix (Theorem 2.2). We begin by
setting the background and notation.
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Let A be an m  n matrix with m > n, and let A have the singular value decom-
position
A D .U1 U2 U3/
0
@R1 00 R2
0 0
1
A V 1
V 2
!
;
where
R1 D diag.1; : : : ; k/ > 0 and R2 D diag.kC1; : : : ; n/ > 0;
.U1 U2 U3/ and .V1 V2/ are unitary and the asterisk denotes the conjugate trans-
pose. Note that we do not impose any particular ordering on the singular values i
of A. For later reference set
U? D .U2 U3/;
and define
U1 D R.U1/; U? D R.U?/; and V1 D R.V1/; V? D R.V2/;
whereR./ represents the subspace spanned by the columns of a matrix.
The spacesU1 andU? are complementary left singular subspaces of A. Likewise,
V1 andV? are complementary right singular subspaces of A. The purpose of this
note is to derive bounds on the changes in these subspaces when A is replaced by a
perturbation QA. We will assume that QA has the singular value decomposition
QA D . QU1 QU2 QU3/
0
@ QR1 00 QR2
0 0
1
A QV 1QV 2
!
;
and will focus on the relation of the spaces QU1 D R. QU1/ and QV1 D R. QV1/ of QA to
the spaces U1 andV1 of A. Since the spaces U? andV? are unitary complements
of U1 and V1, perturbation bounds for the latter will apply without change to the
former.
We will measure the difference between, say,V1 and QV1 by the quantity
k sin H.V1; QV1/kF D k QV 2 V1kF D kV 2 QV1kF; (1.1)
where k  kF denotes the Frobenius matrix norm. As the left-hand side of (1.1) sug-
gests, this measure is related to the canonical angles between the subspacesV1 andQV1. Specifically, the measure is the square root of the sum of squares of the sines
of the canonical angles. This measure is also a metric and hence satisfies the triangle
inequality. (For more on canonical angles see [5].)
If R1 and R2 have a common singular value, the subspaces U1 and V1 are not
uniquely defined. Hence we must posit a gap between the two sets of singular values.
Moreover, if m > n, then A has additional left null vectors that do not correspond
to R1 and R2. These additional null vectors can be regarded as corresponding to
additional “honorary” zero singular values. This leads to the following definitions:
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S1 D f1; : : : ; kg;
and
S? D
fkC1; : : : ; ng if m D n;
fkC1; : : : ; n; 0g if m > n;
and analogously for QS1, QS?. Our separation hypothesis will be stated in terms of
the setsS1 and QS? (or of the sets QS1 andS?). When A and QA are close, those gaps
should be comparable to the gap between the two sets of singular values in R1 and R2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the relevant literature
and motivate our new bounds. In Section 3, we establish our main results. These
results depend on two free parameters, and in Section 4, we show how to choose them
to optimize the bound. The paper concludes with an example and a brief summary.
2. Motivation
The classic theorem on the perturbation of singular subspaces is due to Wedin [6].
In stating it we assume the above notation and definitions.
Theorem 2.1. Let
QA D A C E;
and let
 D min jS1 − QS?j  minfj1 − Q?j V 1 2 S1; Q? 2 QS?g:
Set
R D QAV1 − U1R1  EV1 and S D QAU1 − V1R1  EU1:
Then q
k sin H.U1; QU1/k2F C k sinH.V1; QV1/k2F 6
q
kRk2F C kSk2F

:
From the statement of Wedin’s theorem we see that the perturbation in A is ad-
ditive or absolute; that is, it is of the form QA D A C E, where E is presumed small.
Moreover, the gap  is simply the distance between the sets S1 and QS?. In this
paper, our concern is with multiplicative or relative perturbations of the form QA D
DLADR, where DL and DR are nonsingular. Clearly certain restrictions must be
placed on DL and DR in order for singular subspaces to have small changes. The
following theorem [4] shows how these relative perturbations in A affect singular
subspaces when DL and DR are assumed to be near the identity matrices. Note that
it uses a relative version of Wedin’s gap .
Theorem 2.2. Let
QA D DLADR;
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where DL and DR are nonsingular. Let
 D min
12S1; Q?2 QS?
j1 − Q?jq
21 C Q2?
: (2.1)
If  > 0, thenq
k sin H.U1; QU1/k2F C k sin H.V1; QV1/k2F
6
q
k.I − DL/U1k2F C k.I − D−1L /U1k2F C k.I − DR/V1k2F C k.I − D−1R /V1k2F

:
(2.2)
The bound in the theorem, like that in Wedin’s theorem, consists of an error ex-
pression (in this case involving the deviation of DL and DR from the identity) divided
by a measure of the gap between the singular values. The bound produces reasonably
sharp results when DL and DR are nearly identity matrices. In other cases, however,
the bound can be pessimistic. There are two problems.
The first problem can be illustrated by a simple example. Let DL;DR D 2I . Then
the numerator of the bound (2.2) becomes
p
5
2
q
kU1k2F C kV1k2F;
which is not small. Since the denominator cannot be larger than
p
2, the entire bound
is large. But the singular subspaces of A and DLADR are the same.
More generally, we can write
 QA D .DL/A.DR/:
Since the singular subspaces of  QA are the same as those of QA, we may replace
DL and DR in (2.2) by DL and DR. In effect, the bound (2.2) contains two free
parameters, and unless we optimize the bound with respect to them, we cannot expect
the best results.
The second problem can also be illustrated by an example. Let DL be unitary but
not near the identity matrix and let DR D I . Then the right singular subspaces of
DLADR are the same as those of A; but the bound (2.2), which contains the sum
k.I − DL/U1k2F C k.I − D−1L /U1k2F cannot be small. When DL is near a unitary
matrix and DR is near an identity matrix, the right singular subspaces change, but
only slightly. However, we know of no published result that gives direct bounds on
this error. 3
3 There are some complicated bounds in the technical report version of [4]. It is available as LAPACK
Working Note 85 at http://www.netlib.org/lapack/lawns/lawn85.ps.
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3. The main result
We propose to solve these two problems raised in Section 2 simultaneously. Let
 and  be two positive numbers, which will be determined later to optimize our
bounds. Let QL be the unitary matrix nearest DL. It turns out that QL is the uni-
tary factor in the polar decompositions of DL and is independent of  (see, e.g.
[1, p. 276]). Similarly let QR be the unitary matrix nearest DR. Set
EL D DL − QL and ER D DR − QR:
Then
 QA D .DL/A.DR/ D .I C ELQL/QLAQR.I C QRER/: (3.1)
Now the singular subspaces of QLAQR are QLU1 and QRV1, and in a moment we
will show how to bound their deviations fromU1 andV1. Note that this can be done
separately for U1 and V1. We can then apply Theorem 2.2 with DL D I C QLEL
and DR D I C QRER to bound the deviation of QU1 and QV1 from QLU1 and QRV1.
In this way we arrive at bound on, say, QV1, that is the sum of a joint bound involving
the distance of DR from QR and a separate bound that depends only on QR. It is
easily seen that with proper choice of  and  this approach disposes of the two
examples given above.
We will now show how to bound, say, k sin H.U1;QLU1/kF.
Lemma 3.1. Let the columns of U form an orthonormal basis for the subspace U
and let the columns of U? form an orthonormal basis for the unitary complement of
U. If Q is unitary, then
k sin H.U;QU/kF D
8<
:
kU?.I − Q/UkF 6 k.I − Q/UkF;
kU?.I − Q/UkF 6 k.I − Q/UkF:
Proof. By (1.1),
k sinH.U;QU/kF
D
8<
:
kU?.QU/kF D kU?.I − Q/UkF 6 k.I − Q/UkF;
k.QU?/UkF D kU?.I − Q/UkF 6 k.I − Q/UkF: 
We are now in a position to state our main result.
Theorem 3.2. Let
QA D DLADR;
where DL and DR are nonsingular, and for ;  > 0. Let
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; D min
12S1; Q?2 QS?
j1 −  Q?jq
21 C ./2 Q2?
:
Define ; > 0 by
2; D
∥∥.DL − QL/U1∥∥2F C
∥∥∥h.DL/−1 − QLiU1∥∥∥2F
C ∥∥.DR − QR/V1∥∥2F C
∥∥∥h.DR/−1 − QRiV1∥∥∥2F : (3.2)
If the number ; is positive, then
k sin H.U1; QU1/kF 6 ;
;
C k.I − QL/U1kF; (3.3)
and
k sin H.V1; QV1/kF 6 ;
;
C k.I − QR/V1kF: (3.4)
Proof. From (3.1) and Theorem 2.2 applied to QLAQR and .I C ELQL/QLAQR
.I C QRER/, it follows that k sin .QLU1; QU1/kF 6 =; and k sin .QRV1;QV1/kF 6 =; , where
2 DkELU1k2F C k.I C QLEL/−1QLELQLU1k2F
CkERV1k2F C k.I C QRER/−1QRERQRV1k2F:
This  is just ; , since
.I C QLEL/−1QLELQL D.QL C EL/−1QLQLELQL
D.DL/−1.DL − QL/QL
DQL − .DL/−1;
and similarly .I C QRER/−1QRERQR D QR − .DR/−1. But from Lemma 3.1 it
follows that k sin H.U1;QLU1/kF 6 k.I − QL/U1kF and k sin H.V1;QRV1/kF 6k.I − QR/V1kF. The theorem now follows from the fact that our measure of distance
between subspaces satisfies the triangle inequality. 
Here are some comments on this theorem.
Note that by Lemma 3.1, k.I − QL/U1kF may be replaced by k.I − QL/U1kF in
(3.3) and k.I − QR/V1kF by k.I − QR/V1kF in (3.4).
The final result of the theorem is the two bounds (3.3) and (3.4), the first bounding
the perturbation in the subspace U1 and the second in the subspace V1. This is in
contrast to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, which give a single bound for both subspaces.
The quantity ; is common to both bounds. It can be small only when DL and
DR are near a multiple of a unitary matrix. Thus this term accounts for the effects
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of deviation from orthogonality. We will show later how to choose  and  to make
this term small (if possible).
The second term is different for each bound. In the first, it is small when I − QL
is small, i.e., when the optimal unitary approximation QL to DL is near the identity
matrix. From the bound [3, Theorem 1]
kI − QLkF 6 2kI − DLkF;
we see that if DL is near a multiple of an identity matrix, the term is small. Thus this
term accounts for the effects of deviation from the identity. 4
Putting the two terms together, we see that we can get a small bound for, say,
V1 if DL is near a multiple  of a unitary matrix and DR is near a multiple  of
the identity, provided we can obtain optimal (or nearly optimal)  and . Note that
if the nearly unitary matrix, in this case DL, is not near an identity matrix, then
conventional bounds (e.g., those in [2,4] and references therein) will be large. Thus
our theorem represents an improvement on existing bounds in the literature.
4. Optimization of the bounds
We turn now to the approximation of  and . The quantity ; in Theorem 3.2
contains two free parameters,  and , which may be used to optimize the bound.
Note that  and  play independent roles in the definition of ; , and we may opti-
mize with respect to each separately. To emphasize this we will drop the subscripts
L and R and let γ stand for either  or  and W for U1 or V1.
The quantity ; also contains the parameters  and , and one could object that
what we gain in optimizing ; we could lose by ; becoming smaller. Fortunate-
ly, the definition (3.2) implies that ; can be small only if DL and DR are near
unitary matrices, in which case the singular values of the matrix  QA are near those
of A. More specifically,
lim
;!0
; D min
12S1;?2S?
j1 − ?jq
21 C 2?
: (4.1)
Thus optimizing ; drives ; toward the relative gap betweenS1 andS2, which
is what we should hope for.
Turning now to the optimization of ; , we note that its definition contains terms
of the form
k.γD − Q/Wk2F C kT.γD/−1 − QUWk2F
6 kγD − Qk2F C k.γD/−1 − Qk2F: (4.2)
4 It is possible for I − QL to be small when DL is not near a multiple of the identity, but then DL −
QL must be large, and hence ; is also large.
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Optimizing the left-hand side of this relation appears to be an intractable problem.
The right-hand side, however, can be optimized. Specifically, the optimal Q is the
unitary factor of the polar decomposition of D. Unfortunately, the optimal value of
γ is the root of a quartic equation with no convenient closed form solution.
Fortunately, the two terms in the bound are such that one cannot be small unless
the other is approximately the same size. This is made precise in (4.6). The com-
mon sense of the matter is that if a matrix is near a unitary matrix, its inverse must
be approximately as near to the transpose of the unitary matrix. This means that
optimizing one of the terms essentially optimizes the other.
We will therefore choose γ to solve the problem
minimize kγD − QkF
subject to Q unitary and γ > 0: (4.3)
We have already noted that the value of Q must be the unitary factor of the polar
decomposition of D. That given, the value of γ is easily determined.
Theorem 4.1. Let 1; : : : ; n be the singular values of D. The matrix Q in the solu-
tion of (4.3) is the unitary factor of the polar decomposition of D. The value of γ is
given by
γ D
P
iP
 2i
: (4.4)
At the solution
kγD − QkF D
s
n − .
P
i/2P
 2i
 .D/: (4.5)
Proof. Let Ydiag.1; : : : ; n/Z be the singular value decomposition of D. Then the
unitary factor of the polar decomposition of D is YZ, which we have noted above
is Q. It follows that
kγD − Qk2F D
X
i
.γ i − 1/2:
Minimizing this sum with respect to γ gives (4.4) and (4.5). 
This theorem takes care of the term kγD − Qk2F D .D/ in the right-hand side
of (4.2). To handle the second term, k.γD/−1 − Qk2F, we will assume that .D/ is
less than 1. (This is not a very strong assumption, since we are bounding sines of
angles.) It then follows from the perturbation theory of matrix inverses (see, e.g., [5,
Chapter III]) that
k.γD/−1 − QkF 6 kγD − QkF1 − kγD − Qk2 6
.D/
1 − .D/ ; (4.6)
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where k  k2 denotes the spectral matrix norm—the largest singular value. This gives
us our final bound.
Corollary 4.2. In Theorem 3.2, assume that .DL/; .DR/ < 1; where .D/ is de-
fined by (4.5). Then we may replace ; by
 D
s
.DL/2

1 C 1T1 − .DL/U2

C .DR/2

1 C 1T1 − .DR/U2

; (4.7)
and  and  in  by the values determined as in Theorem 4.1.
In (4.6), the norm kγD − Qk2 is majorized by .D/, and this leads to the above
corollary. We can obtain another bound by observing that the γ −1 is the weighted av-
erage of the i . Hence min i 6 γ −1 6 max i , and kγD − Qk2 6 .D/ − 1, where
.D/ D max i= min i . Thus in place of (4.7) we can use
 D
s
.DL/2

1 C 1T2 − .DL/U2

C .DR/2

1 C 1T2 − .DR/U2

;
provided .DL/; .DR/ < 2.
Corollary 4.2 can be improved when k D 1. Specifically, we can replace the defi-
nition of ; in Theorem 3.2 by
2; DkDL − QLk22 C k.DL/−1 − QLk22
CkDR − QRk22 C k.DR/−1 − QRk22: (4.8)
Once again we face a minimization problem over the two parameters  and . As
above, a complete solution also appears to be intractable, and instead we consider
the following problem:
minimize kγD − Qk2
subject to Q unitary and γ > 0: (4.9)
Theorem 4.3. Let 1 6 2 6    6 n be the singular values of D. The matrix Q in
the solution of (4.9) is the unitary factor of the polar decomposition of D. The value
of γ is given by
γ D 2
1 C n : (4.10)
At the solution
kγD − Qk2 D .D/ − 1
.D/ C 1 ; (4.11)
where .D/ D n=1.
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Proof. Again Q is the unitary factor of the polar decomposition of D, and then
kγD − Qk2 D max
i
jγ i − 1j D maxfjγ 1 − 1j; jγ n − 1jg:
Minimizing this with respect to γ gives (4.10) and (4.11). 
We now have an improved bound for the case k D 1.
Corollary 4.4. In Theorem 3.2, if k D 1; we may replace ; by
 D
s
..DL/ − 1/2

1
..DL/ C 1/2 C
1
4

C ..DR/ − 1/2

1
..DR/ C 1/2 C
1
4

;
(4.12)
and  and  in  by the values determined as in Theorem 4.3.
5. An example and summary
Since the bounds are rather complicated, we illustrate them with a simple exam-
ple, which was generated by the following matlab code:
n = 10;
err = 1e-4;
A = randn(n);
DR = 3*(eye(n) + err*randn(n));
for\-mat short e
[Q,R] = qr(randn(n));
DL = .5*(Q + err*randn(n));
AT = DL*A*DR;
Thus the original matrix A is a random matrix of order 10, the matrix DR is three
times a perturbation of order 10−4 of the identity matrix, and DL is 0:5 times a
perturbation of order 10−4 of a random unitary matrix. We bound the perturbation of
the dominant right singular subspace of order 2.
The optimal values of  and , determined from Theorem 4.1, are
opt D 1:9999064 and opt D 0:3333337:
Note that the reciprocals of these values reproduce the values used to generate the
example to about four places. Using these values, we get
; D 1:4  10−3;
and
; D 0:14494: (5.1)
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The final bound is on the sines of the angles between the original and the perturbed
subspace is 1:0  10−2, whereas the true value is 1:1  10−3. Thus the bound gives
away about an order of magnitude.
In Section 3, we argued that optimizing ; would produce a value of ; that
approximates the value that would be calculated from the original matrix (see (4.1)).
In fact that value is
 D 0:14585;
which agrees very well with the value in (5.1).
In deciding what to optimize, we rejected the left-hand side of (4.2) as intractable.
However, having determined values of  and  that optimize the right-hand side,
we can use them in the left-hand side to get a sharper bound. In our example, this
procedure causes the bound to decrease from 1:0  10−2 to 5:9  10−3.
In conclusion, the bounds we have developed above separate a multiplicative per-
turbation D into two components. One is the distance of a scalar multiple of D to the
nearest unitary matrix Q and the other is the distance of Q to the identity. By making
this decomposition, we were able to take the bound in Theorem 2.2 and make it say
more about the effects of multiplicative perturbations on the right and left singular
subspaces. For simplicity, we have confined our exposition to this bound and to the
Frobenius norm. But our technique applies to other, independent bounds in arbitrary
unitarily invariant norms, such as those in [4]. This technique of decomposing mul-
tiplicative perturbation D into two components also extends to relative eigenspace
variations as well.
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